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Veeam® Backup for Microsoft
365 with Cost Efficient Wasabi
Hot Cloud Storage
Microsoft provides powerful services within Microsoft 365 (formerly Microsoft
Office 365) – but a comprehensive backup of your Microsoft 365 data is not
one of them. Anyone in the professional world can attest that odds and ends of
the digital workplace accumulate quickly. E-mails gather in the thousands and
documents, presentations, and spreadsheets propagate into uncountable masses.
This data sprawl is showing no signs of slowing down. In fact, the amount of data
a company produces is growing by the year and it is essential that all of it be kept
safely and securely.
Veeam® Backup for Microsoft 365 allows for backup and recovery of Exchange,
SharePoint, and OneDrive for Business data. Veeam® Backup for Microsoft 365
now supports cost-effective, S3-compatible cloud object storage and is validated
for interoperability with Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage. Wasabi provides the benefits
of cloud object storage, offering your backups unlimited storage capacity as well
as simple predictable pricing with no fees for egress or API requests. Now you
can use Wasabi’s affordable, high-performance, S3-compatible object storage
service for increased data protection at a substantially lower cost.
Capacity size planning of storage for backing up Microsoft Exchange, OneDrive,
and SharePoint can often be complex and confusing. Not only do you need
the dataset size, but daily services change rates to create approximate capacity
projections. If you back up the data on-premises, you must also plan for
additional capacity due to MIME conversion bloating. For example, if a user has
a 28MB attachment in an email, the content length is 36.6MB after it has been
downloaded from Microsoft 365. Anticipating the storage usage of all Exchange
online mailboxes can grow frustrating. By using Wasabi hot cloud storage for
Microsoft 365 backup, customers can leverage the unlimited capacity of the
cloud. Wasabi offers a bottomless repository for backups in a simple, predictable
pricing model. Leveraging object storage repositories help reduce recurring
storage costs for Microsoft 365 backups, and Wasabi’s cost-effective cloud
storage extends these benefits further with costs 80% less than AWS.

Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Delivers
Breakthrough Economics and Performance
Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering low-cost, fast, and reliable
cloud storage on-demand. Wasabi’s solution is 80% less expensive and is faster
than first-generation cloud vendors. Wasabi hot cloud storage is designed with
eleven nines (99.999999999%) of object durability and data immutability that
guarantees stored objects cannot be deleted or modified by anyone. Not only is
Wasabi 80% less expensive to store data than traditional cloud providers, there
are also no fees for file egress or API requests. Wasabi keeps all data “hot” so it
can be accessed in milliseconds. All Veeam and Wasabi customers can treat their
data as hot data, so they can shorten backup windows and quickly access their
data for faster restore times. Wasabi is qualified as Veeam Ready Object and is
available using the S3 Compatible Object Storage selection within Veeam Backup
for Microsoft 365.
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KEY FEATURES
• Protect Microsoft 365 data
from accidental deletion,
security threats and retention
policy gaps and cut your cloud
storage costs by 80% with
Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage
• Quickly restore individual
Microsoft 365 items with
industry-leading recovery
flexibility from Wasabi with no
egress charges or API request
fees
• Meet legal and compliance
requirements with efficient
eDiscovery of data archives
protected by enterprise-class
security
• Maintain business continuity
with Wasabi data center
redundancy, 11x9s data
durability, and immutable
storage

BENEFITS
• Unlimited backup to cloud
object storage
• Ensure your data is always
available and protected
• At-rest encryption for Microsoft
365 data in object storage
• Eliminates the risk of losing
access to your Microsoft 365
data, including Exchange
Online, SharePoint Online and
OneDrive for Business

WASABI PARTNER SOLUTION BRIEF: Veeam Backup Office 365 and Wasabi

About Veeam
Veeam® is the leader in backup solutions that deliver Cloud Data Management™. Veeam provides a single platform
for modernizing backup, accelerating hybrid cloud and securing your data. With 365,000+ customers worldwide,
including 81% of the Fortune 500 and 66% of the Global 2,000, Veeam customer satisfaction scores are 3.5x the
industry average — the highest in the industry. Veeam’s global ecosystem includes 70,000+ partners, including HPE,
NetApp, Cisco and Lenovo as exclusive resellers. Headquartered in Baar, Switzerland, Veeam has offices in more than
30 countries. To learn more, visit www.veeam.com or follow Veeam on Twitter @veeam.
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Next Steps

• CONTACT WASABI TODAY. Learn more about our price, performance and protection
benefits.

• TRY WASABI FOR FREE. Get up to 1 TB for 30 days.
• TRY VEEAM FOR FREE.

ABOUT WASABI

Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering disruptive storage technology that is
1/5th the price of Amazon S3 and faster than the competition with no fees for egress or
API requests. Unlike first generation cloud vendors, Wasabi focuses solely on providing the
world’s best cloud storage platform. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage
pioneers David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is on a mission to commoditize the storage
industry. Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston, MA.
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